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In this contribution, an active fault-tolerant scheme that achieves fault detection, isolation, and accommodation is developed for
LTI systems. Faults and perturbations are considered as additive signals that modify the state or output equations. The accom-
modation scheme is based on the generalized internal model control architecture recently proposed for fault-tolerant control. In
order to improve the performance after a fault, the compensation is considered in two steps according with a fault detection and
isolation algorithm. After a fault scenario is detected, a general fault compensator is activated. Finally, once the fault is isolated, a
specific compensator is introduced. In this setup, multiple faults could be treated simultaneously since their effect is additive. De-
sign strategies for a nominal condition and under model uncertainty are presented in the paper. In addition, performance indices
are also introduced to evaluate the resulting fault-tolerant scheme for detection, isolation, and accommodation. Hard thresholds
are suggested for detection and isolation purposes, meanwhile, adaptive ones are considered under model uncertainty to reduce
the conservativeness. A complete simulation evaluation is carried out for a DC motor setup.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the early stages of control applications, closed-loop per-
formance was the main objective for the control engineer.
To achieve this goal, the implementations of these feedback
configurations involved sensors, actuators, electronic instru-
mentation, and signal processors. However, during a normal
operation, these parts could fail in some degree, and the re-
sulting performance of the closed-loop will be largely deteri-
orated, or even instability can be observed. In fact, for some
processes besides performance, safety is also a necessary and
important objective. Therefore, it is desirable to detect these
malfunctions to take proper action in order to avoid a dan-
gerous situation. Nowadays, the advance in electronics has
made possible to have digital signal processors as microcon-
trollers, DSP’s and FPGA boards that can perform, in real
time, very complex algorithms. Hence this extra processing
capacity could be applied to perform in parallel fault diag-
nosis strategies to the nominal control schemes. The prob-
lem of fault diagnosis is indeed a challenging one, and its
importance in applications has attracted the attention of the

research community in control theory and signal processing
[1–4].

In any process, the faults can be classified in two sets:
unrecoverable and recoverable. The unrecoverable ones rep-
resent all faults that cannot be compensated or accommo-
dated while the system is running. On the other hand, the
recoverable faults comprise any fault whose outcome can
still be safely compensated by the control algorithm with a
possible deterioration of performance, but still allowing the
necessary conditions to maintain closed-loop stability. Ob-
viously, this classification depends on the problem at hand,
and requires knowledge about the operation of the system.
From a control point of view, the focus is on the recoverable
faults, where a degree of robustness or reconfigurability in
the control scheme is desirable to accommodate these faults
and still preserve closed-loop performance. These ideas have
triggered a research line called fault-tolerant control (FTC)
[5–9].

FTC can be approached from two perspectives: passive
and active. In the passive approach, the faults are treated as
disturbances into the closed-loop system. As a result, a single
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controller is designed to achieve stability and performance
against all studied faults. The main drawback of this scheme
is the conservativeness that can be incorporated, however,
no extra complexity in the control implementation is car-
ried out. For LTI systems, the passive approach can be treated
as a simultaneous stabilization or robust H∞ design [9].
Meanwhile, for nonlinear systems, a variable structure con-
trol (sliding mode) methodology can be applied [10]. On
the other hand, the active approach relies on a fault diagno-
sis stage, followed by a controller reconfiguration or accom-
modation [6]. Compared to the passive approach, the active
one requires more computational power during implemen-
tations, but it can provide less conservative results and better
closed-loop performance after faults. Applications of the ac-
tive approach have been suggested for LTI [7, 8, 11, 12], LPV
[13, 14], and nonlinear systems [15, 16]. Three major trends
are devised in active FTC according to the required informa-
tion of the FDI stage as follows.

(A) Estimate the faults profiles and update the nominal
control law to cancel completely their effect (fault de-
coupling). Therefore, this idea requires a reliable fault
isolation and identification scheme.

(B) Design a compensation signal for the nominal con-
trol law that depends on the fault affecting the system.
Hence according to the transfer function from a spe-
cific fault to the output measurements or input con-
trol signal (fault signature transfer matrices), an accom-
modation control law is designed to reduce its effect
into the closed-loop system. Alternatively, the nomi-
nal control law can be reconfigurated according to the
isolated fault, for example, using reconfigurable con-
trol gains under a state-feedback control law. As a re-
sult, these approaches rely on the information from the
fault isolation stage to properly operate.

(C) Switch to a robust control law that maintains closed-
loop stability for a studied set of faults. In conse-
quence, this scheme depends just on the information
of a fault detection block. However, the post-fault per-
formance can be pretty conservative.

This work looks to extend the ideas initially presented in
[12, 17, 18]. Hence fault detection, isolation, and accommo-
dation are discussed in a more general framework under the
GIMC control structure for additive faults. The contribution
of this paper lies in the following lines.

(i) A two-step active FTC scheme is proposed for LTI sys-
tems under an additive fault scenario.

(ii) Design strategies are proposed for diagnosis and ac-
commodation based on general optimization criteria.

(iii) Performance indices are suggested in order to evaluate
the active FTC from a worst-case perspective.

(iv) A complete analysis is introduced for the synthesis al-
gorithms under model uncertainty. Hard and adap-
tive thresholds are provided for detection and isolation
purposes.

Consequently, the FTC philosophies (B) and (C) are
adopted in this work, looking to reduce the conservative-
ness in the post-fault performance, but avoiding the ne-

cessity of fault identification. The paper is structured as
follows. Section 2 describes the problem formulation. The
FTC scheme is presented in Section 3. First, the general
methodology is introduced, and the design criteria for di-
agnostic, isolation, and accommodation are detailed next.
Section 4 analyzes the effect of model uncertainty in the FTC
scheme. Finally, Section 5 presents an illustrative example,
and Section 6 gives some concluding remarks.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The problem addressed in this paper is fault detection, iso-
lation, and accommodation for LTI systems under additive
faults and perturbations. In this way, consider a system P(s)
affected by disturbances d ∈ Rr and possible faults f ∈ Rl,
as shown in Figure 1, described by

P(s)

{
ẋ = Ax + Bu + F1 f + E1d,

y = Cx +Du + F2 f + E2d,
(1)

where x ∈ Rn represents the vector of states, u ∈ Rm the
vector of inputs, and y ∈ Rp the vector of outputs. Thus
matrix F1 ∈ Rn×l stands for the distribution matrix of the
actuator or system faults, and F2 ∈ Rp×l for sensor faults.
Denote as Fi1 ∈ Rn and Fi2 ∈ Rp with i = 1, . . . , l the columns
of the fault signature matrices F1 and F2, respectively, that is,

F1 =
[
F1

1 · · · Fl1
]

, F2 =
[
F1

2 · · · Fl2
]
. (2)

Thus matrices (Fi1,Fi2) will represent the signature of the ith
component fi in the fault vector f . The nominal system
(A,B,C,D) is considered controllable and observable. On
the other hand, the system response y can be analyzed in a
transfer matrix form (frequency domain) as follows:

y(s) = Puyu(s) + Pf y f (s) + Pdyd(s), (3)

where

Puy = C(sI − A)−1B +D,

Pdy = C(sI − A)−1E1 + E2,

Pf y = C(sI − A)−1F1 + F2.

(4)

A left coprime factorization for each transfer matrix can be
derived by obtaining matrix L ∈ Rn×p such that R{λi(A +
LC)} < 0 [19, 20], as it is shown next:[

Ñ M̃ Ñd Ñ f

]

=
[
A + LC B + LD L E1 + LE2 F1 + LF2

C D I E2 F2

]
.

(5)

Consequently, the LTI systems in (4) can be written as

Puy = M̃−1Ñ , Pdy = M̃−1Ñd, Pf y = M̃−1Ñ f ,
(6)

where M̃, Ñ , Ñd, Ñ f ∈ RH∞. An initial question about the
fault diagnosis and isolation process relies on the neces-
sary conditions to achieve this objective, hence the condition
originally presented in [1, 4] are assumed as follows:
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Figure 1: Problem formulation for control.

(1) for isolation of the fault vector f ,

rank

([
F1

F2

])
= l; (7)

(2) for the simultaneous isolation of faults under un-
known perturbations,

normrank
([

Ñd Ñ f

])
≥ normrank (Ñd) + l, (8)

where normrank stands for the normal rank of the corre-
sponding transfer matrix [20].

Now, it is assumed that a nominal controller K stabilizes
the nominal plant Puy , and it provides a desired closed-loop
performance in terms of robustness, transient, and steady-
state responses. The controller K is considered observable,
and consequently, it can also be expressed by a left coprime
factorization, that is, K = Ṽ−1Ũ where Ũ , Ṽ ∈RH∞,

K=
[
Ak Bk
Ck Dk

]
=⇒

[
Ũ Ṽ

]
=
[
Ak+LkCk Bk+LkDk Lk

Ck Dk I

]
.

(9)

The nominal controller can be synthesized following classi-
cal techniques or optimal control: lead/lag compensator, PI,
PID, LQG/H2, H∞ loop shaping design, and so on. Conse-
quently, the control objective is presented as follows. Design
an active fault-tolerant scheme such that it detects and isolates
the occurrence of a fault in the closed-loop system, and provides
an appropriate compensation signal q to the controller in order
to maintain closed-loop performance (see Figure 1).

Remark 1. The problem formulation in (1) assumes no pre-
vious knowledge of the time profiles of the fault components
fi i = 1, . . . , l. Thus the fault vector f is modeled as an un-
known exogenous input for the system P(s). However, if ex-
plicit knowledge about the faults time profiles is available,
then this information can be incorporated at the FDI stage to
improve the residual design and evaluation. Nonetheless, the
fault-accommodation scheme presented in the next section
is consistent with this assumption, and it does not require an
explicit identification of the faults affecting the system. Fur-
thermore, the additive faults representation in (1) might be
able to describe some common faults that cause changes on
system parameters or loss of effectiveness in actuators, but in
those cases, the faults time profiles will be related to states or
control inputs (as it will be shown in Section 5).

The definition of the following system performance in-
dexes will be very important for the synthesis and analysis
of the fault detection, isolation, and accommodation algo-
rithms [19–21]:

‖G‖1 = max
1≤i≤n

m∑
j=1

∫∞
0

∣∣gi j(t)∣∣dt,

‖G‖2 =
√

1
2π

∫∞
−∞

Trace
{
G∗( jω)G( jω)

}
dω,

G ∈RH2,

‖G‖∞ = sup
ω∈R

σ
(
G( jω)

)
, G ∈RH∞,

‖G‖− = inf
ω∈R

σ
(
G( jω)

)
,

‖G‖[ω1,ω2]
− = inf

ω∈[ω1,ω2]
σ
(
G( jω)

)
, 0 ≤ ω1 < ω2 <∞,

(10)

where G is a n × m Hurwitz matrix transfer function, and
gi j(t) = L−1{Gij(s)} (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m) are the impulse
responses corresponding to every component in the trans-
fer matrix G. The next inequalities will be useful to derive
thresholds for residual evaluation:

‖y‖∞ ≤ ‖G‖1‖u‖∞,

‖y‖2 ≤ ‖G‖∞‖u‖2,
(11)

where y = Gu, the signal norms are defined as

‖y‖∞ = sup
t∈[0,∞)

∥∥y(t)
∥∥,

‖y‖2 =
√∫∞

0

∥∥y(t)
∥∥2
dt,

(12)

and ‖·‖ denotes the Euclidean norm.

3. FAULT-TOLERANT CONTROL SCHEME

The proposed FTC scheme relies on a fault diagnosis and
isolation (FDI) algorithm, followed by a fault accommoda-
tion into the nominal controller. For LTI systems and ad-
ditive faults, several FTC control structures have been sug-
gested [12, 22–24] departing from the Youla parametriza-
tion of all stabilizing controllers [20]. In this configuration,
a free parameter Q ∈ RH∞ is selected to achieve the fault
compensation, with the assurance that closed-loop stability
is achieved after the fault accommodation. In this fashion,
the accommodation scheme adopted in this work is moti-
vated by a new implementation of the Youla parametrization
called generalized internal model control (GIMC) [7, 12]. In
this configuration, the nominal controller K is represented
by its left coprime factorization, that is, K = Ṽ−1Ũ . In addi-
tion, the GIMC configuration allows to perform the FDI pro-
cess and accommodation in the same structure, where these
two processes are carried out by selecting two design param-
eters Q,H ∈ RH∞ (see Figure 2). Consequently, the resid-
ual r is generated by selecting the detection/isolation filter
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Figure 2: GIMC with additive perturbations and faults.

H , and the accommodation signal q by the compensator Q,
using the filtered signal fe with the following criteria.

(1) H(s): the fault detection/isolation filter must diminish
the effect of the disturbances or uncertainty into the
residual signal, and maximize the effect of the faults.

(2) Q(s): the robustification controller must provide ro-
bustness into the closed-loop system in order to main-
tain acceptable performance against faults.

3.1. Fault detection and isolation

From Figure 2, it can be observed that fe ∈ Rp contains in-
formation of perturbations d and faults f as follows:

fe(s) = −Ñdd(s)− Ñ f f (s). (13)

Hence a residual r is naturally constructed by using the in-
formation of the coprime factorization of the nominal plant
through fe [1];

r(s) = −H fe(s) = H
[
Ñdd(s) + Ñ f f (s)

]
. (14)

In order to improve the accuracy of the FDI stage, it is pro-
posed to carry out this task in two consecutive steps: (a) first,
fault detection, and next, (b) fault isolation. This idea is also
appealing for fault accommodation, and its benefits will be
explained in the next section. As a result, the FDI algorithm
is designed in two parts as follows.

(1) A detection filter HD is first synthesized to determine a
general fault scenario.

(2) Next, an isolation filter HI is computed to identify the
faults affecting the system.

First, the detection filter HD is constructed to obtain a scalar
residual, that is, HD is a 1 × p transfer matrix such that it
attenuates the contribution from the perturbations d while

maximizing the faults f effect. Hence the following design
criteria are suggested:

sup
HD∈RH∞

∥∥HDÑ f

∥∥
k∥∥HDÑd

∥∥
j

or

sup
HD∈RH∞

∥∥HDÑ f

∥∥
k s.t.

∥∥HDÑd

∥∥
j ≤ γ,

(15)

where γ > 0 denotes a desired attenuation factor for the
unknown perturbations contribution, and k, j represent the
performance indexes in (10). In [21, 25], the previous mul-
tiobjective optimizations have been studied where optimal
and approximation solutions are provided. Alternatively, the
∞/∞ and 2/2 optimizations can be solved using well-known
algorithms through a characterization by a linear fractional
transformation (LFT) [20];

min
HD∈RH∞

∥∥∥[0 h
]
−HD

[
Ñd Ñ f

]∥∥∥
j

= min
HD∈RH∞

∥∥Fl(GHD ,HD
)∥∥

j , j = 2,∞,
(16)

where h ∈ RH∞ is a 1× l transfer matrix that describes the
faults frequency bandwidth, Fl (·, ·) represents a lower LFT
[20], and GHD the generalized plant (see Figure 3) given by

GHD =
[

0 h −1
Ñd Ñ f 0

]
. (17)

One advantage of the LFT characterization is that it can be
augmented to include model uncertainty in the problem for-
mulation. Meanwhile, the isolation filter HI (l × p transfer
matrix) is designed to isolate the fault vector f and decouple
the perturbations d, that is,

(i) HIÑd(s) ≈ 0,

(ii) HIÑ f (s) ≈ T ,
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Figure 3: LFT formulation for detection filter HD .

where T ∈ RH∞ is a diagonal transfer matrix. Transfer ma-
trix T is a design parameter, and it should be chosen accord-
ing to the frequency response of Ñ f , in order to achieve the
isolation and decoupling objectives. Nevertheless, nonmin-
imum phase zeros of Ñ f could limit the resulting perfor-
mance [26]. Once more, the design criterion can be proposed
by combining both objectives measured by a system norm
j = 2,∞ as follows:

min
HI∈RH∞

∥∥∥[0 T
]
−HI

[
Ñd Ñ f

]∥∥∥
j
= min
HI∈RH∞

∥∥Fl(GHI ,HI
)∥∥

j ,

(18)

where GHI stands for the generalized plant associated to the
LFT formulation given by

GHI =
[

0 T −I
Ñd Ñ f 0

]
. (19)

Hence once a fault is detected, in the isolation stage, the filter
HI has to provide a good estimate of the fault affecting the
system. Therefore, it is fundamental that HI could render di-
agonally the product HIÑ f , or at least diagonally dominant.
In fact, this issue has to be verified after HI is designed for a
correct fault identification.

Remark 2. Assumptions (7) and (8) about the rank prop-
erties of the perturbations and faults transfer matrices pro-
vide necessary conditions to achieve the decoupling objec-
tive. Therefore, it is expected that the optimal filters obtained
through (16) and (18) will guarantee good fault detection
and isolation properties of the residuals.

Now, perfect disturbance decoupling is hard to achieve in
a general scenario. As a result, the residuals will not be zero
in a fault-free condition. Two possible techniques can be fol-
lowed in order to detect a fault: hard or adaptive thresholds
[3, 27, 28]. Since the perturbations are considered unknown
and no uncertainty is assumed at this stage, hard thresholds
are adopted. Departing from the signal norms in (12), a win-
dowed residual evaluation criteria can be chosen as follows:

‖r‖ = ‖r‖2,t,To =
√∫ t

t−To

∥∥r(τ)
∥∥dτ, (20)

‖r‖ = ‖r‖∞,t,To = sup
t−To≤τ≤t

‖r‖, (21)

where To is the window length or evaluation horizon. Hence
to avoid a false alarm in the evaluation due to perturbations
[27], a threshold value is selected such that

Jth = sup
f=0,∀d

‖r‖ (22)

in the case of the windowed 2 norm, and considering
bounded energy perturbations, that is, ‖d‖2,t,To < γd2 , then
an initial detection threshold can be calculated by applying
(11) as

JDth = γd2‖HDÑd‖∞. (23)

On the other hand, if the perturbations are now assumed
bounded for all time, that is, ‖d‖∞ < γd∞, then a new de-
tection threshold can be employed as follows:

JDth = γd∞‖HDÑd‖1. (24)

The hard thresholds in (23) and (24) are conservative starting
values since they are derived from the norms inequalities in
(11). Nevertheless, they have to be adjusted online for proper
fault detection. Now, with respect to the isolation stage, a
hard threshold has to be obtained for each output of the filter
HI that represents the estimated fault. However, if the prod-
uctHIÑ f is not diagonal, then each output is affected at some
degree by all faults and perturbations. Assuming that the ith
output is evaluated, then the following thresholds are pro-
posed:

J Iith =
l∑
j=1
j /=i

‖[HIÑ f ]i j‖∞γi2 +
r∑

k=1

‖[HIÑd]ik‖∞γd2 , (25)

or

J Iith =
l∑
j=1
j /=i

‖[HIÑ f ]i j‖1γ
i
∞ +

r∑
k=1

‖[HIÑd]ik‖1γ
d
∞, (26)

where i = 1, . . . , l, [·]i j denotes the i j term in the transfer
matrix, ‖ fi‖2,t,To < γ

i
2, and ‖ fi‖∞ < γi∞. Consequently, some

information about the energy or time upper-bound on each
fault is necessary to compute (25) and (26). Once more, it
is important to point out that (25) and (26) are just starting
values for the threshold selection during the residual evalua-
tion, since they rely on inequalities that involve some inherit
conservativeness.

3.2. Fault accommodation

In order to derive the fault accommodation scheme, the ef-
fect of the compensation signal q in the GIMC structure of
Figure 2 is analyzed. Define the following nominal closed-
loop transfer matrices:

(i) input sensitivity: Si � (I + KPuy)
−1,

(ii) output sensitivity: So � (I + PuyK)−1,

(iii) complementary output sensitivity: To � I − So = (I +
PuyK)−1PuyK .
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The next lemma originally presented in [17] character-
izes the dynamic behavior of the compensated control input
u and output y of the closed-loop system.

Lemma 1. In the GIMC configuration of Figure 2 considering
additive faults, the resulting closed-loop characteristics for the
control signal u and output y are given by

u(s) = SiK ref (s)− SiṼ−1(ŨM̃−1 +Q)
(
Ñdd(s) + Ñ f f (s)

)
,

y(s) = To ref (s) + SoM̃
−1(I − ÑṼ−1Q)

(
Ñdd(s) + Ñ f f (s)

)
.

(27)

The resulting closed-loop system is stable, provided that Q ∈
RH∞, since the nominal controller K internally stabilizes the
nominal plant Puy (proof in Appendix B).

By a simple inspection of (27), two results can be con-
cluded by considering the complete decoupling of perturba-
tions d and faults f from the control input u and output y of
the system.

Corollary 1 (see [17]). If the nominal plant Puy ∈ RH∞,

then M̃−1 ∈ RH∞, and the complete disturbance and fault
decoupling can be achieved at the control signal u by letting
Q = −ŨM̃−1 ∈RH∞. As a result, it is obtained that

u(s) = SiK ref (s), (28)

y(s) = To ref (s) + M̃−1(Ñdd(s) + Ñ f f (s)
)
. (29)

Therefore, if the nominal plant Puy is stable by properly
choosing the compensator Q, the control signal is not af-
fected by faults and perturbations. The compensation sug-
gested in Corollary 1 is particularly useful under a sensor
fault scenario [24] since it is not desirable to adjust the con-
trol signal dynamics against erroneous information given
by a sensor. Note that from (29), perturbations and faults
are decoupled from the closed-loop feedback dynamics since
they appear in an open-loop fashion at the output. How-
ever, the perturbations are affecting the outputs with a feed-
forward structure, which is an undesirable effect of this
compensation. Consequently, as it was suggested in [18], if

some estimation of the perturbations d̂ could be deduced
by steady-state relations of the system or by an observer us-
ing state-augmentation, the compensation q could incorpo-
rate this new information to improve the closed-loop per-
formance. In general, if the FDI stage could provide a re-

liable identification of the fault vector f̂ , then this estima-
tion can be also applied under the compensation suggested in
Corollary 1 to decouple the faults from the closed-loop sys-
tem. The compensation including perturbations and faults
estimations will be given by

q(s) = −ŨM̃−1[Ñu(s) + Ñdd̂(s) + Ñ f f̂ (s)− M̃y(s)],
(30)

and the resulting output dynamics are given now by

y(s)=To ref (s)+M̃−1[Ñd
{
d(s)−d̂(s)

}
+Ñ f

{
f (s)− f̂ (s)

}]
.

(31)

Therefore, the accuracy in the perturbations and faults esti-

mations (d(s)−d̂(s) and f (s)− f̂ (s)) will dictate the resulting
performance deterioration. However, in a practical scenario,
it is difficult to have these estimations available or to have a
stable plant. Hence it is important that the compensator Q
could simultaneously attenuate perturbations and faults into
the closed-loop system. On the other hand, if Puy has also
a stable inverse, a complete output decoupling for perturba-
tions and faults can be achieved.

Corollary 2 (see [17]). If the nominal plant satisfies Puy ,

P−1
uy ∈ RH∞, then Ñ−1 ∈ RH∞ and with Q = Ṽ Ñ−1 ∈

RH∞, the resulting output is decoupled perfectly from the per-
turbations and faults, that is,

u(s) = SiK ref (s)− Ñ−1
(
Ñdd(s) + Ñ f f (s)

)
,

y(s) = To ref (s).
(32)

Note that the compensation proposed in Corollary 2 is
particularly useful for an actuator or system fault, since the
output is perfectly decoupled from faults and perturbations.
However, it should be avoided in a sensor fault scenario. In
fact, the decoupling conditions of Corollaries 1 and 2 could
be very restrictive. For this reason, by analyzing (27), if it
is desired to minimize the faults effect at the control signal,
while reducing the perturbations contribution at the output,
the compensator Q should be designed by following the op-
timization strategy

min
Q∈RH∞

∥∥[Z1Z2
]∥∥

j = min
Q∈RH∞

∥∥[Z3Z4
]∥∥

j , (33)

where

Z1 = αdSoM̃
−1(I − ÑṼ−1Q

)
Ñd,

Z2 = −α f SiṼ−1(ŨM̃−1 +Q
)
Ñ f ,

Z3 = αdSo
(
Pdy − PuyṼ−1QÑd

)
,

Z4 = −α f Si
(
KPf y + Ṽ−1QÑ f

)
,

(34)

j represents the H2 or H∞ norms in (10), αd,α f ∈ [0, 1] are
two weighting factors to balance the tradeoff between per-
turbations and faults reduction, and the normalized coprime
factors relations in (6) are applied. However, the optimiza-
tion problem in (33) cannot be solved using standard robust
control algorithms [19, 20]. Therefore, it is proposed to ex-
tend the cost function to have a feasible problem as follows:

min
Q∈RH∞

∥∥∥∥∥
[
αdSoPdy 0

0 −α f SiKP f y

]

+

[
−αdSoPuyṼ−1

−α f SiṼ−1

]
Q
[
Ñd Ñ f

]∥∥∥∥∥
j

= min
Q∈RH∞

∥∥Fl(GQu ,Q
)∥∥

j ,

(35)
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Figure 4: LFT formulations for compensator Q: (a) Control signal
and output attenuation, and (b) output signal attenuation.

where GQu represents the generalized plant (see Figure 4)
given by

GQu =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
αdSoPdy 0 −αdSoPuyṼ−1

0 −α f SiKP f y −α f SiṼ−1

Ñd Ñ f 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (36)

Meanwhile, if it is desired to attenuate both faults and pertur-
bations at the output y, then the next optimization scheme
is suggested:

min
Q∈RH∞

∥∥∥SoM̃−1(I − ÑṼ−1Q
) [
αdÑd α f Ñ f

]∥∥∥
j

= min
Q∈RH∞

∥∥Fl (GQy ,Q
)∥∥

j
,

(37)

where GQy is given by

GQy =
⎡
⎣αdSoPdy α f SoP f y −SoPuyṼ−1

αdÑd α f Ñ f 0

⎤
⎦ . (38)

Remark 3. The optimization criteria for Q in (35) and (37)
can be interpreted as approximation or normalization prob-
lems with certain postweighting and preweighting given by
the frequency content of the perturbations Ñd or faults Ñ f .
In fact, (35) introduces a combined optimization: (i) a nor-
malization process of ÑṼ−1 by Q with a frequency post-
weighting given by the nominal output sensitivity So and
M̃−1, and (ii) an approximation problem to −ŨM̃−1 with a
frequency postweighting given by the nominal input sensi-
tivity Si and Ṽ−1.

Remark 4. Note that the compensatorsQ designed by the cri-
teria in (35) and (37) can be conservative since it is required
to attenuate the effect of all types of faults analyzed in (1),
and it is also assumed that all of them have the same struc-
ture.

To improve the post-fault performance, it is then pro-
posed to design specific compensators Qi ∈ RH∞ for i =
1, . . . , l for every studied fault, depending if their effect is
on the state (actuator or system faults) or the output (sen-
sor faults) equations in (1), using the previous optimization
algorithms as follows:

(i) actuator or system faults:

min
Qi∈RH∞

∥∥∥SoM̃−1(I − ÑṼ−1Qi
) [
αdÑd α f Ñ

i
f

]∥∥∥
j
;

(39)

(ii) sensor faults:

min
Qi∈RH∞

∥∥∥∥∥
[
αdSoPdy 0

0 −α f SiKPif y

]

+

[
−αdSoPuyṼ−1

−α f SiṼ−1

]
Qi

[
Ñd Ñ i

f

]∥∥∥∥∥
j

,

(40)

where

Ñ i
f =

[
A + LC Fi1 + LFi2
C Fi2

]
(41)

and Pif y = M̃−1Ñ i
f . In this way, the fault accommodation

scheme of Figure 5 is proposed, and the overall active FTC
algorithm consists of three stages according to the informa-
tion of the FDI block as follows:

(1) in the fault-free case, just the nominal control loop is
active;

(2) after a fault scenario is detected into the system, a gen-
eral compensator Q designed by (35) is activated;

(3) finally, after the fault is classified and isolated, an spe-
cific compensator Qi designed by (39) or (40) is se-
lected.

In a general fault condition, it is then decided to decouple (if
possible) or attenuate the effect of faults at the control sig-
nal u, until the fault is well-characterized during the isola-
tion stage. As a result, after the fault is isolated, the specific
compensation is injected into the closed-loop configuration
to improve the postfault performance.

Remark 5. Since the fault accommodation is based on the
Youla parametrization, and since the faults are additive, the
closed-loop stability after each reconfiguration is guaranteed,
provided that Q,Qi ∈ RH∞, and any nonlinear behavior
is avoided into the closed-loop system, like saturations, rate
limiters, and so on. However, if the fault profile depends on
the states or outputs then closed-loop stability could not be
assured after all.

Remark 6. In the proposed configuration, multiple and in-
termittent faults could be handled. Once they are identified
by the FDI scheme, the corresponding compensator should
be activated to perform its accommodation. However, if FDI
algorithm detects that the fault is no longer present, the com-
pensation is removed.

3.3. Performance evaluation

One important question, after the design stage is completed,
is the resulting performance of the fault detection, isolation
and accommodation algorithms. To address this problem,
different quantification indices will be proposed using the
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Figure 5: GIMC accommodation setup.

system performance indexes in (10) of the resulting transfer
functions. The selection of the applied performance index in
(10) will depend on the a priori faults information, for ex-
ample, the faults frequency content, or the desired interpre-
tation of the quantification index, for example, the worst case
condition in the evaluation. The next indices are motivated
from the optimization algorithms used for synthesis in the
previous sections.

(1) Fault evaluation. The capability of the detection fil-
terHD of reducing the perturbations frequency content com-
pared to increasing the faults sensitivity is evaluated by

IFD �
∥∥HDÑ f

∥∥
k∥∥HDÑd

∥∥
j

. (42)

Hence a large value of IFD will indicate good evaluation char-
acteristics.

(2) Fault isolation. This index is constructed by analyzing
the property of HI of diagonalizing Ñ f while attenuating the
disturbances frequency content:

IFI �

∥∥∥[HIÑ f
]

diag

∥∥∥
k∥∥∥[HIÑ f

]
nondiag

∥∥∥
k

+
∥∥∥HIÑd

∥∥∥
j

, (43)

where [·]diag denotes the diagonal part of the transfer matrix,
and [·]nondiag the off diagonal structure. In fact, IFI is usually
denoted as signal-to-noise and interference ratio (SNIR) in
the signal processing community. Thus if IFI is large, then
fault isolation can be achieved.

(3) Fault accommodation. The fault accommodation is
quantified in terms of the property of reducing the effect of
faults and perturbations simultaneously into the closed-loop
system. The accommodation performance criteria is defined
for the ith fault fi as

IiFA � α f
∥∥Wi

AÑ
i
f

∥∥
k

+ αd
∥∥SoM̃−1(I − ÑṼ−1Qi

)
Ñd

∥∥
j ,

(44)

where the weighting Wi
A is selected according to the fault ef-

fect:

Wi
A �

⎧⎨
⎩
SoM̃−1

(
I − ÑṼ−1Qi

)
actuator/system fault,

SiṼ−1
(
ŨM̃−1 +Qi

)
sensor fault,

(45)

where (αd,α f ) are the positive weighting factors to judge the
importance of perturbations or faults attenuation. Now, a
small value of IiFA will indicate good fault accommodation.
Note that this value is related to a worst-case performance
degradation level expected in the FTC scheme [29].

The overall synthesis algorithms for fault detection, iso-
lation, and accommodation including performance evalua-
tion are described in Appendix A. The synthesis procedure
includes samples of MATLAB commands that could be used
for numerical calculations.

4. FAULT TOLERANT APPROACH UNDER
MODEL UNCERTAINTY

During the implementation of any control strategy, there is
always some model uncertainty in the mathematical descrip-
tion used for design. If the characterization of this uncer-
tainty could be obtained during the problem formulation,
this information could be used at the design stage to improve
the closed-loop performance, and understand also the prac-
tical limitations. In this work, additive model uncertainty is
considered [19, 20] as shown in Figure 6, that is, the actual
nominal plant P̂uy is given by

P̂uy = Puy + Δuy , Δuy � W2ΔW1, (46)

where W1,W2 ∈ RH∞ represent pre- and post-uncertainty
weighting functions, and Δ ∈ RH∞ a normalized uncertain
transfer matrix ‖Δ‖∞ < 1. As presented in [18], other uncer-
tainty representations (parametric, multiplicative, etc.) could
be also fitted under an additive uncertainty structure, but at
the price of introducing some conservativeness in the design.
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Figure 6: GIMC with additive perturbations, faults, and model uncertainty.

First of all, note that under model uncertainty, the signal
fe in the GIMC configuration is no longer decoupled from
the control signal u (see Figure 6). The results are summa-
rized as follows [17].

Lemma 2. Considering additive model uncertainty in the
GIMC configuration of Figure 2, the resulting closed-loop char-
acteristics are given by

fe(s) = −M̃Δuyu(s)− Ñdd(s)− Ñ f f (s), (47)

u(s) =W−1
u

[
K ref (s)−Ṽ−1(ŨM̃−1 +Q

)(
Ñdd(s)+Ñ f f (s)

)]
,

(48)

y(s) = (Puy + Δuy
)
W−1

u K ref (s)

− [(Puy + Δuy
)
W−1

u Ṽ−1(ŨM̃−1 +Q
)− M̃−1]

× (Ñdd(s) + Ñ f f (s)
)
,

(49)

where

Wu � I + K
(
Puy + Δuy

)
+ Ṽ−1QM̃Δuy

= I + KPuy + Ṽ−1(Ũ +QM̃
)
Δuy.

(50)

(Proof is in Appendix C)

4.1. Robust fault isolation

Note that by including additive uncertainty, an extra require-
ment is evident, the detection/isolation filter H should can-
cel or diminish the uncertainty contribution at the resid-
ual output r for a robust detection and isolation, that is,
HM̃Δuy ≈ 0. As described in Section 2, there are necessary
conditions related to the rank of the involved transfer ma-
trices to guarantee proper fault isolation. Consequently, this

condition can be extended for robust fault isolation, consid-
ering the worst-case uncertainty as

normrank
([

M̃W2W1 Ñd Ñ f

])

≥ normrank
([

M̃W2W1 Ñd

])
+ l.

(51)

Since the description of the uncertainty is posed in terms
of the ∞ norm, the optimization problems for the detection
HD and isolation HI filters are also proposed in terms of this
norm. As a result, the following robust performance criteria
are adopted for both synthesis procedures:

(i) fault detection:

min
HD∈RH∞
‖Δ‖∞<1

∥∥∥[0 0 h
]
−HD

[
M̃W2 ΔW1 Ñd Ñ f

]∥∥∥
∞

= min
HD∈RH∞
‖Δ‖∞<1

∥∥Fl (Fu(GΔ
HD

,Δ
)
,HD

)∥∥
∞,

(52)

(ii) fault isolation:

min
HD∈RH∞
‖Δ‖∞<1

∥∥∥[0 0 T
]
−HI

[
M̃W2 ΔW1 Ñd Ñ f

]∥∥∥
∞

= min
HD∈RH∞
‖Δ‖∞<1

∥∥∥Fl (Fu(GΔ
HI

,Δ
)
,HI

)∥∥∥
∞,

(53)

where Fu(·, ·) stands for an upper LFT [20], and the respec-
tive generalized plants GΔ

HD
and GΔ

HI
are given by

GΔ
HD
=

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0 W1 0 0 0

0 0 0 h −1

M̃W2 0 Ñd Ñ f 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ,

GΔ
HI
=

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0 W1 0 0 0

0 0 0 T −I
M̃W2 0 Ñd Ñ f 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ .

(54)
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Figure 7: LFT formulations for compensator Q under model un-
certainty: (a) control signal and output attenuation, and (b) output
signal attenuation.

The optimization problems in (52) and (53) can be solved
by using μ-synthesis design or LMI’s [19, 20]. On the other
hand, at the residual evaluation, it is observed that the un-
certainty Δuy is affected by the control signal u at (47). Thus
the residual is directly dependent on the control signal u, and
its profile will appear in the resulting dynamic behavior, but
since this signal is known, an adaptive threshold [3, 28] can
be used in order to reduce the conservativeness in the fault
detection process introduced by the uncertain term as

JDth(t) = ∥∥HDM̃W1W2
∥∥
∞
∥∥u∥∥2,t,To + γd2

∥∥HDÑd

∥∥
∞, (55)

where γd2 is the bound on the windowed energy of the pertur-
bations, and the inequalities in (11) are applied. This charac-
terization is appropriate since the uncertainty Δ is quantified
in terms of the ‖·‖∞ norm. Similarly, an adaptive threshold
can be formulated for fault isolation as

J Iith(t) =
l∑
j=1
j /=i

∥∥[HIÑ f
]
i j

∥∥
∞γ

i
2

+
m∑
k=1

∥∥[HIM̃W1W2
]
ik

∥∥
∞
∥∥uk∥∥2,t,To

+
r∑

k=1

∥∥[HIÑd
]
ir

∥∥
∞γ

d
2 ,

(56)

where i = 1, . . . , l. As mentioned in the previous section, the
thresholds in (55) and (56) are derived from norms inequali-
ties, so their values could be conservative and they have to be
tuned online to optimize the fault detection capabilities.

Remark 7. It is clear that hard thresholds could lead to a con-
servative fault diagnosis stage, or fault misdetection due to
a change in the operating conditions or model uncertainty.
However, adaptive thresholds require a prior knowledge of
the possible uncertainty or maximum variability of the resid-
uals in nominal conditions for a correct implementation.

4.2. Robust fault accommodation

In general, no guarantee of closed-loop stability is granted al-
though Q ∈ RH∞ as in the uncertainty free case. From the

results in Lemma 2, it can be seen that for a special case (sta-
ble nominal plant), the uncertainty can be decoupled from
the control signal as in Corollary 1, and closed-loop stability
can be deduced if the nominal controller internally stabilizes
the nominal plant.

Corollary 3. If the nominal plant satisfies Puy ∈ RH∞, then
complete disturbance, fault, and uncertainty decoupling can be
achieved at the control signal u by letting Q = −ŨM̃−1, and
consequently

u(s) = SiK ref (s),

y(s) = (Puy + Δuy
)
SiK ref (s) + M̃−1(Ñdd(s) + Ñ f f (s)

)
.

(57)

Moreover, the closed-loop is stable if K internally stabilizes Puy .

Similarly to the result in Corollary 1, with the compensa-
tion suggested in Corollary 3, the perturbations d and faults
f affect the output in an open-loop fashion. Therefore, if an

estimation of the perturbations d̂ and faults f̂ are available,
then the feedforward structure in (30) could be followed to
attenuate their effect at the output. On the other hand, for a
general design case by looking at (48) and (49), a robust crite-
ria (performance and stability) should be targeted to reduce
the faults effects at the control signal u and the perturbations
contribution at the output y by

min
Q∈RH∞
‖Δ‖∞<1

∥∥∥∥∥
⎡
⎣−αd

(
P̂uyW−1

u K − I)Pdy 0

0 −α fW−1
u KP f y

⎤
⎦

+

[
−αdP̂uyW−1

u Ṽ−1

−α fW−1
u Ṽ−1

]
Q
[
Ñd Ñ f

]∥∥∥∥∥
∞

= min
Q∈RH∞
‖Δ‖∞<1

∥∥Fl(Fu(GΔ
Qu

,Δ),Q
)∥∥
∞,

(58)

where Wu is defined in (50), and the generalized plant GΔ
Qu

(see Figure 7) including uncertainty information is given by

GΔ
Qu

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−W1SiKW2 −W1SiKPdy −W1SiKP f y W1SiṼ−1

αdSoW2 αdSoPdy 0 αdSoPuyṼ−1

−α f SiKW2 0 −α f SiKP f y α f SiṼ−1

−M̃W2 −Ñd −Ñ f 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.

(59)

Meanwhile, if robust attenuation is now looked at the output
y, the following robust performance problem is formulated:

min
Q∈RH∞
‖Δ‖∞<1

∥∥∥− (P̂uyW−1
u Ṽ−1(ŨM̃−1 +Q

)− M̃−1)

×
[
αdÑd α f Ñ f

]∥∥∥
∞

= min
Q∈RH∞
‖Δ‖∞<1

∥∥Fl(Fu(GΔ
Qy

,Δ
)
,Q
)∥∥
∞,

(60)
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where the corresponding generalized plant GΔ
Qy

is given by

GΔ
Qy

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
−W1SiKW2 −αdW1SiKPdy −α fW1SiKP f y W1SiṼ−1

SoW2 αdSoPdy α f SoP f y SoPuyṼ−1

−M̃W2 −αdÑd −α f Ñ f 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ .

(61)

As in the nominal case, in order to improve the closed-loop
performance after the fault has been isolated, a specific com-
pensator Qi ∈RH∞ can be designed using the optimization
criteria in (58) and (60), depending if the fault is affecting
the state or output equations on the state-space representa-
tion (1). For these cases, in the generalized plants (GΔ

Qu
, GΔ

Qy
)

presented in (59) and (61), Ñ f is replaced by the information

of the analyzed fault Ñ i
f for i = 1, . . . , l.

The robust stability condition is very important since it
is needed that the fault accommodation scheme will preserve
closed-loop stability after the compensation despite model
uncertainty. However, the size of the uncertainty and its fre-
quency content will dictate the degree of conservativeness in-
troduced. Assume that the ith fault fi is analyzed, then define
the transfer matrix Mi(s) by closing the lower feedback path
with its specific compensator Qi in the LFT configuration,
that is,

Mi(s) = Fl
(
Pi,Qi

) =
[
M11

i M12
i

M21
i M22

i

]
, (62)

where Pi represents the generalized plant in (59) (sensor
faults) or (61) (actuator or system fault) by replacing Ñ f with

Ñ i
f . Then robust stability with respect to the ith compensator

Qi is tested by the condition [20] as follows:

‖M11
i ‖ ≤ 1. (63)

4.3. Robust performance evaluation

Finally, some indices are suggested to evaluate the robust per-
formance of the resulting FTC structure.

(1) Fault evaluation. The size of the worst-case uncer-
tainty is applied to obtain an estimate of the evaluation per-
formance as

IRFD �
∥∥HDÑ f

∥∥
k∥∥HDÑd

∥∥
j +
∥∥HDM̃W2W1

∥∥
∞
. (64)

Consequently, if IRFD is large, then good evaluation charac-
teristics are devised.

(2) Fault isolation. The structure of the index (43) is
maintained, but the worst-case uncertainty information is
appended as

IRFI �

∥∥∥[HIÑ f
]

diag

∥∥∥
k∥∥∥[HIÑ f

]
nondiag

∥∥∥
k

+
∥∥∥HIÑd

∥∥∥
j

+
∥∥∥HIM̃W2W1

∥∥∥
∞

.

(65)

(3) Fault accommodation. The fault accommodation per-
formance is evaluated in terms of the faults and perturba-
tions attenuation subject to model uncertainty. For this pur-
pose, a robust performance analysis is carried out by using
the structured singular value μΔ [19, 20]. Then the fault ac-
commodation performance with respect to the ith fault is de-
fined by

IiRFA = sup
ω∈R

μΔp

[
Mi( jω)

]
, (66)

where Δp = diag(Δ,Δ f ) is an augmented uncertainty block
to address the performance specifications. Thus internal sta-
bility is guaranteed for ‖Δ‖∞ < 1/IiRFA, and the worst-case
performance is bounded Fu(Mi,Δ) ≤ IiRFA. As a result, if the
index IiRFA is lower than one, then robust stability is granted.

5. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

In order to illustrate the ideas presented in the paper, the de-
sign of an active FTC scheme for a separately excited DC mo-
tor is considered. The dynamics of a second-order actuator
are appended to the motor description. To have a more real-
istic simulation, the actuator gain is limited by a saturation
function. Hence the control signal u is limited to the interval
[0, 10]V . Thus a system with one input and three outputs
(armature voltage Va and current ia, and angular velocity ω)
is studied [30]. The load torque is modeled as an unknown
constant or slowly time-varying external disturbance d into
the system. The control objective is defined as the regulation
of the angular velocity to a prescribed reference. Note that
since there are three measurements and one unknown per-
turbation, then only the effect of two different faults could
be analyzed simultaneously [4]. The studied faults are actu-
ator f1 (gain of the dc drive) and sensor f2 (angular velocity
measurement). The parameters of the dc motor are shown
in Table 1. The mathematical model of the studied system is
presented next:

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
ẋ1

ẋ2

ẋ3

ẋ4

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−Ra
La

−Kb
La

0
1
La

Kb
J

−B
J

0 0

0 0 0 −1

0 0 ω2
a −2ζaωa

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
x1

x2

x3

x4

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

+

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0

0

Ka

0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦u +

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0

−1
J

0

0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
d +

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0

0 0

Ka 0

0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎣ f1
f2

⎤
⎦ ,

⎡
⎢⎣ iaω
Va

⎤
⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎣1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
x1

x2

x3

x4

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ +

⎡
⎢⎣0 0

0 1
0 0

⎤
⎥⎦
[
f1
f2

]
.

(67)

In fact, the model described in (67), with the parameters in
Table 1, is stable and satisfies the isolation conditions pre-
sented in (7) and (8). The nominal controller is designed fol-
lowing a PI structure with respect to the velocity reference
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error ωref − ω, plus a constant feedback from ia and Va, that
is,

ẋk = ωref − ω,

u = Kixk + Kω
p

(
ωref − ω

)
+ Ki

pia + KV
p Va,

(68)

where Ki = 0.5, Kω
p = 0.1, Ki

p = 0.2, and KV
p = −0.01.

This control law satisfies the performance specifications by
achieving internal stability and asymptotic tracking. Now,
the detection and isolation filters (HD,HI) were designed fol-
lowing the optimization indices (16) and (18) with j = ∞,
and selecting

h(s) =
[

1 1
]
× 1
s/100 + 1

,

T(s) = 1
s/104 + 1

[
1 0
0 1

]
.

(69)

All the numerical calculations were carried out in MATLAB
by using two toolboxes: (i) control system, and (ii) LMI con-
trol (see Appendix A). The transfer matrix T(s) was cho-
sen as a diagonal low-pass filter since the frequency con-
tent of Ñ f allows perfect decoupling in the low frequency.
The residual evaluation was computed by the windowed 2
norm in (20). Consequently, assuming a time window To and
‖d‖∞ ≤ dmax , then a hard threshold for fault evaluation is
calculated by

JDth =
∥∥HDÑd

∥∥
∞
√
Todmax , (70)

since ‖d‖2,t,To ≤ dmax
√
To. Meanwhile, for isolation pur-

poses, two new thresholds are also computed as follows:

J I1th =
∥∥[HIÑd

]
1

∥∥
∞

√
Todmax +

∥∥[HIÑ f
]

12

∥∥
∞

√
To f2 max,

J I2th =
∥∥[HIÑd

]
2

∥∥
∞

√
Todmax +

∥∥[HIÑ f
]
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∥∥
∞
√
To f1 max,

(71)

where ‖ f1‖∞ ≤ f1 max , and ‖ f2‖∞ ≤ f2 max . Next, the fault ac-
commodation compensators Q,Q1, and Q2 were synthesized
by (35), (39), and (40) with α f = 1.0 and αd = 0.0. The per-
formance indices in (42), (43), and (44) were computed tak-
ing the ∞ norm (k = j = ∞), and they are listed in Table 2.
The weight αd is chosen null since the perturbation is as-
sumed constant or slowly time varying, so the integral part of
the nominal controller can compensate effectively its effect.
Hence the results in Table 2 reflect that the active FTC will
provide good performance in the detection, isolation, and
accommodation stages. Furthermore, no degradation should
be expected in a steady state since IFA = I1

FA = I2
FA = 0. How-

ever, some transient changes have to be anticipated due to
control switching (see Figure 5). The velocity reference ωref

is defined as a square wave that oscillates between 75 and
125 rad/s at a frequency of 4 Hz. The load torque d is ini-

Table 1: DC motor parameters.

Parameter Description

Ra = 0.699Ω Armature resistance

La = 0.297 H Armature inductance

B = 4.544× 10−3 Nm/rad/s Friction coefficient

J = 2.79× 10−3 kg m Inertia

Kb = 0.746 V/rad/s Electromagnetic constant

Ka = 40 Actuator gain

ωa = 2π × 360 rad/s Actuator natural frequency

ζa = 0.7 Actuator damping factor

Table 2: FTC performance indices.

Index Value

IFD 6.17× 103

IFI 106.5

IFA 0

I1
FA 0

I2
FA 0

IRFD 1.63

IRFI 1.05

tialized to 1 Nm. The following scenario is tested under nu-
merical simulation:

(i) at 2.5 s, there is a perturbation step change from 1 Nm
to 2 Nm;

(ii) from 4 to 8 s, fault f2 is active as a complete sensor out-
age, that is, f2 = −ω;

(iii) from 10 to 14 s, fault f1 is triggered as a 50% reduction
in the actuator gain, that is, f1 = −0.5 u;

(iv) finally, from 16 to 20 s, fault f2 is once more active.

The results are presented in Figures 8 and 9. For compari-
son, the nominal controller (without compensation) and the
active FTC are plotted simultaneously in Figure 8. From the
simulation results, the nominal controller saturates the con-
trol signal u when f2 is triggered, and the actuator delivers its
maximum output voltage to the motor. As a result, the angu-
lar velocity is dangerously raised to ≈ 500 rad/s. This behav-
ior could induce severe mechanical stresses in the motor, and
practically, an instability scenario is faced, but limited by the
actuator saturation. Meanwhile, the active FTC scheme can
accommodate effectively this fault, with some transient oscil-
lation due to the control switching. However, for fault f1, the
nominal controller and the FTC scheme can compensate its
appearance by the integral action in the nominal controller,
but although the nominal control law can inherently accom-
modate this fault, there is no record of this faulty condition
in the closed-loop system. Now, the results of the fault detec-
tion and isolation stages are illustrated in Figure 9. Faults f1
and f2 are correctly isolated, and the disturbance step change
is not mistaken by a fault in the FDI stage. In fact, f1 and
f2 are almost instantaneously isolated. Note that the active
FTC scheme is able to maintain good performance after both
faults, and also when the faults are removed from the system,
the nominal performance is recovered.
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Figure 8: Simulation evaluation of FTC scheme: (a) angular velocity, and (b) control signal.
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Figure 9: Simulation evaluation of FTC scheme: (a) fault signals, (b) detection and isolation results.

Now, in order to evaluate the fault diagnosis and isolation
under model uncertainty, the performance of the previously
designed filtersHD andHI under uncertainty in the measure-
ments ia and ω is analyzed. So, consider the following output
uncertainty weight W2 as follows:

W2(s) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0.2
s/10 + 1

0.15
s/1000 + 1

0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (72)

The interpretation of W2 is the following: (a) there is a maxi-
mum error of 20% at the low frequency of the armature cur-

rent measurement, and there is a 15% error in the measure-
ment of the angular velocity sensor over the whole frequency
bandwidth. The robust performance indices in (64) and (65)
were calculated (k = j = ∞), and the results are presented in
Table 2. The results show that there is a severe deterioration
in the diagnosis and isolation capabilities under that uncer-
tainty profile, but there are still some degree of separability
to achieve the diagnosis and isolation stage.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a control methodology for fault detection, iso-
lation, and accommodation to address LTI systems has been
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detailed. The FTC scheme is based on the GIMC configura-
tion [12] which extends the use of the Youla parametrization
to FTC. Design strategies were presented for the FDI pro-
cess and accommodation. Multiple and intermittent faults
can be treated in this FTC scheme. Closed-loop stability is
always guaranteed after each configuration but only if the ad-
ditive faults profiles do not depend on the states or outputs.
Moreover, the analysis of the design schemes under model
uncertainty was carried out. For detection and isolation pur-
poses, a hard threshold is suggested for the nominal case, and
an adaptive one is considered when model uncertainty af-
fects the output measurements. Performance indices are also
suggested to evaluate the detection, isolation, and accommo-
dation schemes. The FTC structure was tested in numerical
simulation over a DC motor setup, and the advantages over
a nominal control law were clearly presented.

APPENDICES

A. FAULT TOLERANT SYNTHESIS ALGORITHMS

The synthesis algorithm for fault diagnosis, isolation, and ac-
commodation in the nominal case is presented in this sec-
tion. The algorithm follows the ideas exposed in Section 3.
The synthesis procedure is based on MATLAB, and it could
be implemented using the next toolboxes: (i) control system,
(ii) LMI control, (iii) μ analysis and synthesis, and (iv) ro-
bust control. After each step in the algorithm, the MATLAB
commands used for numerical synthesis are introduced in-
side parentheses as follows.

(1) Define the state-space description of the plant and
nominal controller in (1) and (9) (ss, ltisys, pack and
mksys).

(2) Construct the left coprime factorizations of plant (5)
and controller (9) (lqr, place and acker), in order to
avoid numerical problems, use a balance realization
for all the coprime factors (balreal, sbalanc, sysbal and
obalreal).

(3) Check conditions (7) and (8) to verify the solvability
of the synthesis schemes.

(4) Define the filters h,T ∈ RH∞, and obtain HD,HI by
solving the optimization problems (16) and (18) (hin-
flmi, hinfric, hinfsyn, h2syn, hinfopt, and h2lqg).

(5) Evaluate the fault diagnosis performance through (42),
and isolation property by extracting the diagonal and
nondiagonal parts of the productHIÑ f using the state-
space realization and computing (43) (norm, norminf,
norm2, h2norm, hinfnorm, normh2, normhinf, ssdata,
ltiss, unpck, and branch).

(6) Obtain the general accommodation compensator Q
using (35), and the specific compensators Qi by (39)
or (40) (hinflmi, hinfric, hinfsyn, h2syn, hinfopt, and
h2lqg).

(7) Evaluate the fault accommodation performance by
(44) (norm, norminf, norm2, h2norm, hinfnorm,
normh2, and normhinf ).

Alternatively, the synthesis procedure can be computed
using open source numerical programs as Scilab [31] and

Octave [32]. In fact, freely in the web, there are toolboxes
for these two programs that implement the same synthesis
algorithms as in MATLAB.

B. PROOF OF LEMMA 1

From the block diagram in Figure 2, it is observed that the
internal signal fe is given by (13), and as a result, the internal
control signal û is constructed as

û(s) = q(s) + Ũe(s) = Q fe(s) + Ũ
(
ref (s)− y(s)

)
= −Q[Ñdd(s) + Ñ f f (s)

]
+ Ũ

[
ref (s)− y(s)

]
.

(B.1)

Thus the control signal u contains information from the
faults, perturbations, references, and outputs:

u(s) = Ṽ−1û(s) = K
[
ref (s)− y(s)

]
− Ṽ−1Q

[
Ñdd(s) + Ñ f f (s)

]
.

(B.2)

Finally, by a direct substitution of (3) into (B.2), the results
in (27) are deduced.

C. PROOF OF LEMMA 2

From the block diagram of Figure 6 under additive uncer-
tainty, (47) is obtained directly to describe fe by recalling
(13). Next, the control signal u is derived as

u(s) = Ṽ−1[Q fe(s) + Ũ(ref (s)− y(s))
]
, (C.1)

and by a substitution of (3) and (46) into the previous equa-
tion, the effects of the reference, perturbations, and faults can
be isolated from the control signal u :

[
I + Ṽ−1QMΔuy + K

(
Puy + Δuy

)]
u(s)

= K ref (s) + Ṽ−1(ŨM̃−1 +Q
)(
Ñdd(s) + Ñ f f (s)

)
.

(C.2)

Hence by defining the term Wu in (50), the result in (48) is
obtained. Finally, substituting (48) and (46) into the output
equation (3), the contributions of the references, perturba-
tions, and faults into the output are described by (49).
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